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He is oft-remembered for his adrenalineinducing duel with Ayrton Senna
from behind the wheel of a WilliamsRenault at the 1990 Hungarian Grand
Prix, but these days, former F1 driver,
Thierry Boutsen , gets his kicks closing
multi-million dollar deals. With the
regional market for private jets hitting
triple figures in the last five years, his
latest venture, Monaco-based Boutsen
Aviation, is looking to catch the updraft
of a lucrative market trend here in
the GCC. He chats to SLT about his days
behind the wheel, modern F1 and how his
eponymous business is taking flight.

T

here were suggestions that, as a driver, you lacked the ruthless
streak that might have taken you to more F1 wins. Now you are in
high-level business, have you discovered that hardness that might
have been lacking in the past?

It may have looked so because I never had the most competitive car. But if
you look closely at my results, most of the time I have beaten my teammates,
whoever they were. So, I don't think that I lacked a ruthless streak, I just had
no opportunity. This suggestion may also have come from the fact that I have
a quiet character, outside the car, but in the car it was not the same!
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Thierry Boutsen fends
off the attentions of
Ayrton Senna to claim
a famous victory for
Willaims-Renault at
the Hungarian Grand
Prix in 1990.

"In my early days in F1, we did not have computers. the car was hand-designed by
the engineer and the driver was a key element for the development of the car."
What has your experience of driving for top teams when they were running
underperforming cars taught you about acquiring complex machines, like
private aircraft?
Driving and flying have some similarities: speed, noise, danger… but
also some big divergences, like flight preparation, situation awareness
and anticipation. In a plane you have time to react if anything goes
wrong, in an F1 car you have milliseconds to make decisions that could
be life-threatening.
You drove at a time when the safety levels in cars and around tracks is terrifying
to think about. At the same time, the sophistication of technology used nowadays
is quite breathtaking and allows incredible performance and handling. What
do drivers of a different era think about modern F1? How would today’s cars
and competitors suit your style of driving?
Like everything in our modern life, technology has taken over human
capacities. In my early days in F1, we did not have computers. The car
was hand-designed by the engineer and the driver was a key element
for the development of the car. I studied mechanical engineering, and I
think that the capabilities I had as a result allowed me to have a better
dialogue with the engineers. More than once, I progressed an almost
un-drivable car to a potential "rostrum-car:" Arrows in 1985, Benetton in
1987, Williams FW13 (I hardly qualified in Jerez, then won in Australia
4 races later).
You were known as a keen pilot, and now you own an aviation brokerage. In
light of this, and the fact you drove in F1 for a living, could you imagine what
it would be like to work a job that is not also your hobby? And why did you not
stick to roles in motorsport, as so many others have done?
I must say that I really wanted to change horizons. In motorsport, you are
in a very small microcosm, you meet the same people all the time, talk
about the same subject, continuously answer the same questions from
journalists and sponsors, but as long as you enjoy driving and accept the
physical risk of getting hurt - or worse - it is ok. However, once I reached
a certain point, I decided to develop my other passion, which is aviation.
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The transition was easy and I enjoy what I am doing now as much as I
enjoyed motorsport before.
Which career is the more thrilling, and how do they make you feel: fending off
Ayrton Senna at Budapest in 1990 or sealing a big aviation deal?
Selling a big aircraft like an Airbus ACJ, for example, is as thrilling as
winning the most difficult race!
Do you still sell planes to F1 racers?
I started my aircraft brokerage business in 1997 and my first clients were
F1 people: HH Frentzen, Keke Rosberg, Mika Hakkinen, Michael
Schumacher, Guy Ligier, etc. Once I reached 10 sales, I decided to expand
and started to explore the rest of the world. To date we have sold 288
aircraft ranging from Cessna Citation to Airbus, in 50 different countries.
Critics compare the “technocratic” drivers of today with the swagger and
strong personalities of your Eighties and early Nineties? Do you feel the drivers
before you would look down on your generation the way the current generation
admires your era?
We were free to live and socialise, today's drivers are "in golden jails,”
every word they say is controlled, their private life is somewhat limited
by contract. It is sad…
Which constructor do you support now? Four years after you retired, Williams
went on the wane after being one of the most successful constructors for many
years. Do you see Williams ever returning to its former glory after so many
years without challenging?
Like in all businesses, and mainly in Motorsport, you have cycles. Take
Williams, McLaren, Ferrari, even Red Bull; they may have three, maybe
four or five, very good years, then another team takes their place. It is just
a matter of time before they come back and win again. Of course, I am a
big fan of Williams and I hope they will win a few races this year!
To see the current roster of aircraft Boutsen has for sale, visit www.
boutsen.com
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